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In the weeks following Donald Trump’s upset

grown not by recruiting people into organizations

victory in the 2016 presidential election, a social

or adding them to mailing lists, but mainly by

media campaign urged people not to use the term

“master[ing] the art of trolling” (p. 19), using in‐

“Alt-Right.” Claiming that the label was created to

sults, bigotry, and inflammatory rhetoric to ha‐

hide the racist views of some of Trump’s most ar‐

rass, bully, and pick fights on the Internet. And

dent supporters, a number of critics called on po‐

unlike older white nationalist groups, which have

litical activists and media outlets to replace “Alt-

mostly presented themselves as earnest and seri‐

Right” with “white nationalist,” “white suprema‐

ous, many Alt-Rightists specialize in satire, mock‐

cist,” or “neo-Nazi.”[1] Although intended to inject

ery, and jokes.

more honesty into political discourse, the cam‐
paign reflected confusion and lack of information
about how the Alt-Right came into being, how it
operates politically, and what makes it unique.

Hawley’s aim is to help readers understand
the

Alt-Right’s

history,

tactics,

and

political

prospects by letting the movement speak for itself.
The book is a model of what fascism scholar

Making Sense of the Alt-Right, by University

Roger Griffin calls “methodological empathy,” the

of Alabama political scientist George Hawley, ar‐

principle that analysis of a political movement’s

gues that the Alt-Right is indeed racist, routinely

ideas and beliefs should be based on how its pro‐

derogating people of color as biologically distinct

ponents themselves articulate them. As testimony,

from and inferior to whites, but that generic

Greg Johnson, one of the Alt-Right’s intellectual

terms are inadequate to describe the movement.

leaders whom Hawley interviewed, gave Making

In contrast to old-style white supremacists, who

Sense of the Alt-Right a glowing review on his

wanted whites to rule over nonwhites as in the

website Counter-Currents. “Although Hawley ob‐

Jim Crow South, the Alt-Right is white nationalist,

viously has no sympathy with the Alt Right,” John‐

in that it advocates a fully separate “white ethnos‐

son writes, “he maintains a refreshingly even-

tate” in North America. Further, some but not all

handed and cool-headed tone.”[2]

Alt-Rightists are neo-Nazis, who identify directly
with Adolf Hitler’s genocidal ideology. Yet “the AltRight is unlike any racist movement we have ever
seen. It is atomized, amorphous, predominantly
online, and mostly anonymous” (p. 3). It has

Hawley’s first chapter highlights the central
role of white nationalism within the movement,
while noting that Alt-Rightists disagree about spe‐
cific political goals and are often vague about how
to achieve them. He also briefly traces a number
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of the Alt-Right’s main historical roots and later

suggests that “early white nationalists pined for

influences: nineteenth- and twentieth-century

the America they remember and thus seemed to

white racial movements, such as the Ku Klux Klan

have a residual patriotism. This new crop of white

and neo-Nazi organizations; dissident right-wing

nationalists ... has never known an America that

movements of recent decades, including paleo‐

approximates the white-nationalist vision and

conservatism, radical libertarianism, and the Eu‐

thus seem willing to reject America” and its politi‐

ropean New Right (ENR); and other recent online

cal system (pp. 80-81).

initiatives, particularly Neo-Reaction (which re‐

Hawley’s examination of the Alt-Right’s rela‐

jects democracy and egalitarianism in principle)

tionship with mainstream conservatism is one of

and Gamergate (a 2014 antifeminist campaign

the book’s particular strengths. As he emphasizes,

that pioneered coordinated use of the Internet to

the Alt-Right is not just a racist version of conser‐

harass and vilify political targets).

vatism but rather rejects the conservative move‐

The book then details the Alt-Right’s own de‐

ment’s main premises, “the so-called three-legged

velopment since Richard Spencer coined the term

stool of moral traditionalism, economic liberty,

“Alternative Right” in 2008. Hawley usefully di‐

and strong national defense” (p. 4). This attack on

vides this history into two phases. The early peri‐

conservatism grows out of the Alt-Right’s rejection

od centered on the online journal Alterna‐

of classical Enlightenment principles, such as lib‐

tiveRight.com, which Spencer founded and edited

erty and equality, and also many Alt-Rightists’

from 2010 to 2012. The Alt-Right initially encom‐

hostility to politicized Christianity. Hawley argues

passed a range of intellectual voices at odds with

that while many conservatives are bitterly op‐

mainstream conservatism, but its meaning gradu‐

posed to the Alt-Right they are unlikely to defeat

ally narrowed to focus specifically on white iden‐

it, because of their own movement’s current

tity politics or white nationalism. After a period of

weakness, the rise of numerous right-wing web‐

decline, the term Alt-Right was revived in 2015 by

sites beyond conservatives’ control, and the fact

a new generation of online activists who gave the

that Alt-Rightists are not interested in “a seat at

movement a dramatically different character: “os‐

the conservative table”; they simply want to de‐

tentatiously vulgar and offensive” (p. 68), empha‐

stroy it (p. 113).

sizing irony and humor, and skillfully using Inter‐

The Alt-Right’s relationship with Trump’s

net memes and trolling to spread their message

2016 presidential campaign also receives thought‐

and attack opponents.

ful and nuanced treatment. As Hawley argues,

Hawley cautions that discussion of the Alt-

Trump is not a fascist or white nationalist (a fact

Right’s demographics is impeded by its anonymity

that most Alt-Rightists have recognized more

and decentralization yet argues that the move‐

clearly than some of Trump’s opponents), yet

ment’s adherents are relatively young and well

most

educated. He asks: “In the past, the stereotypical

Trump’s campaign not only for his scapegoating

young white nationalist was an angry, bitter skin‐

of immigrants and Muslims but above all for the

head with limited skills and prospects. So why

“devastating blow” he dealt to organized conser‐

would millennials who clearly have marketable

vatism (p. 116).

skills be drawn into the Alt-Right?” (p. 78). Echo‐

Alt-Rightists

enthusiastically

supported

The last chapter describes the Alt-Right’s rela‐

ing his interviewees, Hawley suggests “growing

tionship with the so-called Alt-Lite, a penumbra of

racial polarization during the Obama administra‐

fellow travelers, such as Milo Yiannopoulos, Mike

tion” and declining “career prospects of college-

Cernovich, and Paul Joseph Watson, “whose views

educated whites” as factors (pp. 78, 79). He also

on immigration and race relations partially over‐
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lap with those on the Alt-Right yet do not cross the

chal politics but also calls for greater inclusive‐

line into open white nationalism” or antisemitism

ness toward women and criticisms of sex discrim‐

(p. 144), and who collectively have a much larger

ination and sexual harassment within the move‐

audience than the Alt-Right. As Hawley details,

ment. By contrast, the Alt-Right’s second wave has

Alt-Rightists have been divided over whether to

been dominated by claims that women should

denounce the Alt-Lite for watering down their

have no role in the movement because they are

ideas or welcome them as ambassadors, and the

biologically unsuited to political activism or deci‐

months after the 2016 election saw growing con‐

sion making, coupled with widespread use of co‐

flict between the two movements. In the book’s

ordinated sexual harassment (including rape and

conclusion, Hawley considers the Alt-Right’s long-

death threats) against women. This has made the

term potential to survive and grow, and assesses

Alt-Right more misogynistic than most of the

some of the ways the movement’s opponents have

Christian Right or even some neo-Nazi groups.

responded to it.

The shift largely reflects the influence of the socalled manosphere (an online antifeminist subcul‐

Hawley’s portrait of the Alt-Right is well re‐

ture that spawned Gamergate and has served as a

searched and carefully argued. However, almost

major stepping stone for entry into the Alt-Right)

all of what he presents has been well covered be‐

and of Jack Donovan (an advocate of “male tribal‐

fore by news organs or antifascist researchers.

ism” who was an influential member of the Alt-

Hawley’s book gives this analysis the imprimatur

Right from 2010 to 2017). Neither Donovan nor

of a professional academic and the benefit of

the manosphere is mentioned in Hawley’s book.

fresh interviews with a number of Alt-Right ac‐
tivists, such as Richard Spencer, Greg Johnson,

Hawley’s discussion of strategies for opposing

Jared Taylor, and Lawrence Murray. Yet I had

the Alt-Right also suffers from serious gaps. He de‐

hoped Hawley would do more to put the Alt-Right

scribes several instances when, in his view, the

in a broader political context. For example, the

Alt-Right benefited from unfavorable media cov‐

movement’s profound debt to the ENR and en‐

erage, implying that the better approach would be

gagement with ENR figures—Alain de Benoist,

simply to ignore them. While this may be true in

Guillaume Faye, and Aleksandr Dugin—deserves

some instances, Hawley does not consider the

much more attention than it receives. I also wish

question systematically or address any of the ar‐

that Hawley had probed more deeply into some of

guments in favor of subjecting the Alt-Right to

the issues he touches on only in passing, for ex‐

public exposure and critique. Hawley comes

ample, the pivotal role that anti-Jewish scapegoat‐

down hardest against violent confrontation as the

ing plays in white nationalist ideology, the Alt-

tactic “least likely to succeed in the long run” (p.

Right’s discussions of foreign policy, or its debates

169). Yet the discussion is one-sided and mislead‐

around homosexuality or abortion. Exploration of

ing. For example, Hawley criticizes protesters’ use

these topics would have given a fuller picture of

of force in shutting down a speech by Milo

the movement’s inner dynamics, political philoso‐

Yiannopoulos at the University of California at

phies, and interplay with other far-right currents.

Berkeley in February 2017 and warns that such
tactics could “provoke a counterresponse” (p.

The book’s limited scope is particularly prob‐

169). But he does not mention that an antifascist

lematic when it comes to the Alt-Right’s gender

protester had been shot and critically wounded

politics. Hawley’s cursory description of the Alt-

outside a Milo speech in Seattle twelve days earli‐

Right as antifeminist is accurate as far as it goes

er.

but leaves an important story untold. The early
Alt-Right encompassed not only explicitly patriar‐
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Although Hawley freely criticizes militant an‐
tifascist activists’ tactics, at no point does he quote
from or paraphrase any of the arguments these
activists have offered for confronting the Alt-Right
with physical force. Antifascist militants have ar‐
gued, for example, that what passes for speech by
Alt-Rightists is in fact political organizing in the
service of supremacist or genocidal goals, which
often places members of vulnerable communities,
such as trans people and undocumented immi‐
grants, in immediate danger.[3] While I support
Hawley’s use of methodological empathy in dis‐
cussing the Alt-Right, it is troubling that he does
not apply this same principle in his discussion of
the Alt-Right’s opponents.
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